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Wow… November. This has been the longest
and craziest year ever. I’m sure we’re all
happy that it’s almost winter now, right?
Well, maybe not. But there is one thing to
be happy about: a new issue of Bridge! So
what’s inside?
This month’s map introduces you to
Australia, and to go with it we’ve got some
short profiles of famous Aussies and
of course extra online materials. The USA
gets a look-in withtwo articles connected to
Thanksgiving and another looking at whether
everything really is bigger in the States.
One recent story we’ve been fascinated
by is the possibility of life on Venus, and
we’ve got an article explaining just what has
(and has not) been found. That’s not the
only sciency topic that’s caught our eye.
Boredom has us very excited, and we’ve been
reading up on this interesting area of study.
In this issue we report back on what happens
when we get bored and why.
But wait, there’s more! Puzzles,
Cooliosities and all kinds of other fun stuff
wait for you inside (including maturita
practice, you lucky guys!).
So open up the magazine, get reading and
we’ll see you again in a month!

Paul Farrington-Douglas
& the Bridge team
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Activities

THE PROBLEM

OF BOREDOM

Time is passing slowly. You feel tired. Your attention
keeps wandering to a fly on the window or to what
someone else is doing. You bring your mind back. You’ve
missed something. You’re going to have to do it again. In
other words: you’re bored. Boredom is unpleasant, and
when something is unpleasant, you look for a way out,
a distraction1. It’s obvious, right?

Shockingly Powerful

Bored people even do things they know to
be stupid and self-harming. In one study,
a group of volunteers were given an electric
shock. They were then asked how willing
they would be to have another one. A lot of
the volunteers said that they’d rather pay
money than get another.
Then the researchers took the people
who really disliked the shock. They put
each of them alone in a room with nothing
to do for 15 minutes. They also gave them
the electric shock machine. You can
probably guess what happened. Eighteen
of the 42 volunteers got so bored that
they decided to give themselves at least
one electric shock. One man even shocked
himself 190 times!

Bored Is Stupid

Understanding boredom could let us
improve life in many places, from offices to
prisons. Take2 school. Boredom is a very big

deal in the classroom. Work by scientists in
Canada has found that boredom influences
exam results as much as intelligence.
There’s also a strong relationship
between boredom and depression. People
who tend to get bored more easily are
also more likely to suffer from anxiety
and depression – and people who are
depressed often find it hard to get really
interested in anything. This is what we call
a vicious circle3.

Boredom and Health

During the covid-19 lockdowns, many
people reported an increase in snacking and
drinking alcohol. When researchers looked
into why that was happening, they expected
people to talk about anxiety. Some people
did, of course, but more often, they talked
about being bored.
It doesn’t stop at alcohol and snacks.
A study of US teenagers found that those
who felt bored more often were also much

more likely to start smoking and taking
drugs later on. Studies of driving have found
that people who often feel bored are more
likely to drive dangerously.

The Mystery of Boredom

But why do we get bored in the first place?
It has very obvious disadvantages. But
it is such a common experience that it
must have some kind of advantage, too.
Otherwise, wouldn’t we have evolved4 to
be boredom-free? There are a few theories
about this.
The most popular one is that boredom is
like pain – we get bored when we’re doing
something pointless5 to push us into new
action. Without boredom, the theory says,
we might just sit and watch flies all day. We
get bored in class when we lose the feeling
that it’s useful.
Another idea is that boredom makes us
more alert6 to dangers or opportunities. If
nothing is happening here, it’s better to look
around and see what else is going on. You
might learn something. Yes, you need to
wait patiently for that rabbit you’re hunting
for lunch. But it’s also good to notice
the tiger behind you.

Expellio Boredum! Brainy Hermione knows that
the magic trick is to learn more than the boring
minimum.

4
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Yet another idea is that boredom
serves a social purpose. It shows in our
expressions, body language and so on, and
sends a signal to others that says “You
are not doing enough for me.” According
to this theory, boredom exists as a kind of
blackmail7. We get bored to force other
people to do more for us.

Boredom influences
exam results as much
as intelligence.

Boredom as a Tool

Understanding the “why” of boredom
might help us find ways to cope8 better.
If boredom evolved to make us look for
opportunities, for example, it might be
possible to learn how to use it.
But how? Well, for now, let’s take
being bored at school. It’s just an example
(and later in life you’ll have the similar
experience of being bored at work) but it’s
something most of us will recognise.
I’m going to invent a term here:
the Hermione Effect. Remember Hermione,
the super-keen girl from Harry Potter? She
seems so interested in her studies even
though she’s sitting in the same class as all
the bored kids, learning the same stuff from
the same boring textbooks. So why isn’t she
bored? Her response to the pain of boredom
is to do more. She has realised that if she
only learns what’s in the textbooks (which
is simplified enough for idiots like Crabbe
and Goyle to understand), she’s going to be
bored to tears.

… Or Not

Doing extra research to find out about
a school subject can definitely make it
more interesting, but it also takes a lot of
effort – and boredom doesn’t help us there.
It makes us feel tired and uninterested, so
we don’t want to make an effort. Instead, it
pushes us to reach for immediate, low-effort
stimulation9. And there’s a lot of that around!
From watching YouTube videos to
partying, there are many things we can
do that are more exciting and easier than
extra study. Especially when it’s study that’s
made us bored in the first place. Even now,
I know you might be rolling your eyes at
the idea that studying more can make you
less bored. Plus, life just gets in the way. You
might not have time for extra study, even if
you think it might be good.

What Does It All Mean?

It is easy for students (for example) to
blame schools, teachers and subjects for
being boring. It is also easy for teachers,
parents and the media to complain that
young people have no concentration
because of mobile phones and so on. But
boredom seems to be part of being human.
It especially seems to be part of being
a student. The first sentence of one
major study of boredom at school was
“The experience of academic boredom
among students may be universal.”
At the same time, it is also obvious
that boredom is a really big issue. Yes, it is
normal. But we can’t just say, “Oh, well, OK
then.” It affects mental and physical health,
school achievement and more. It’s serious
and should not be ignored.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

VOCABULARY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

distraction [dɪˈstrækʃn] – rozptýlenie
take – vezmite si napríklad
vicious circle [ˌvɪʃəs ˈsɜːkl] – začarovaný kruh
to evolve [ɪˈvɒlv] – vyvinúť sa
pointless [ˈpɔɪntləs] – zbytočný, bezúčelný
alert [əˈlɜːt] – ostražitý, pozorný
blackmail [ˈblækmeɪl] – vydieranie
to cope [kəʊp] – zvládnuť niečo, s niečím sa
vysporiadať
stimulation [ˌstɪmjuˈleɪʃn] – podnet, podnety
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B1–B2 THIS IS AMERICA

CD

TF

THE SUPERLATIVE
Track 4

Activities

STATES OF AMERICA

IS EVERYTHING REALLY

BIGGER IN THE US?

When writing about the United States,
I always feel the need to start by saying
“It’s a really different place from region to
region.” However, there is some truth to
some of the stereotypes about the US.
Auburn Scallon (USA)
IDEA

1

The Houses
Are Huge

The traditional picture of
the “American dream” is
a single‑family home with
a white picket fence1. For a large
number of US households2, this
is pretty close to reality. Only
around 15–20% of US households
are in shared spaces, such
as apartments• or condos•.
In comparison, around 50%
of people in Slovakia live in
multi‑family buildings.
The size of these living
spaces is different as well.
The average size of a US family
home is around 140–185 square
meters, which is around double
the average Slovak family
home (65–80 square meters).
The US isn’t alone in this love

6
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of large houses. New family
homes in Canada, Australia
and New Zealand are around
the same size.
US homes may be larger,
but some Slovak families have
an advantage in number of
homes. Escaping city life to
a second home for the weekend
is often seen as part of Slovak
culture. Around 19% of Slovak
households have a second
property3 outside of their family
home, but only about 6% of
US families have the same.
Many US vacation homes are
in warm‑weather areas such as
Florida, California, and Arizona.

Verdict: Mostly true

IDEA

2

Everyone Drives
Giant Cars

With very little public
transportation and lots
of highways connecting
the country, cars are part of US
culture. But does everyone really
drive oversized trucks and SUVs?
This stereotype is generally
true, but it depends on where
you live. The three best‑selling
vehicles in the US are pickup
trucks*. Ford trucks are
the favorite in many rural4
states across the middle and
southern regions, as well as in
Alaska. Another pickup truck,
the GMC Sierra, is most popular
around the Midwest (where GMC
cars are manufactured) as well
as in the rural northeast states
of New Hampshire and Maine.
However, there are areas
where large trucks don’t rule
the road. In the western states
of Washington, Oregon and
Colorado the most popular car is
a Subaru Outback. This smaller
SUV fits the more eco-friendly
culture of these states and
is good for outdoor activities

in the nearby mountains and
forests. Smaller Japanese cars,
such as the Honda Civic or
Honda Accord, are easier to
park and get better gas mileage5
than trucks or SUVs. This
makes them popular in coastal6
areas with larger populations,
such as California, New Jersey,
Washington DC, Virginia and
North Carolina. These are more
trends than rules, however,
and you’ll still find some pickup
trucks in big cities and smaller
cars in every state.
The US love affair* with
cars largely exists because we
can’t get around without them.
New York City has the largest
public transportation network
in the US, and around 50% of
New Yorkers don’t own a car.
However, in large states like
Texas, Arizona and Utah more
than 95% of households own
a car because there is no
alternative.

Verdict: Mostly true

FUN FACTS, BIG AND SMALL

One of the largest buildings in the world (by volume) is in
Everett, Washington, just north of Seattle on the US west coast.
At over 13,000,000 m3, this Boeing factory uses all that space
to assemble (= put together) airplanes.
The tallest building in the United States is One World
Trade Center in New York City, which was built on the site
where the Twin Towers stood before they were destroyed on
September 11th, 2001.

IDEA

3

Restaurant Portions
Are Huge

Restaurants in the US serve
a lot of food. One reason behind
this trend is the idea that
“the customer is always right”.
If you want every person who
eats in your restaurant to be
satisfied for the same price, you
have to make every meal large
enough to feed the hungriest
person (not just the average
person). Sometimes these meals
can be two to three times bigger
than the recommended amount
for an adult! Do most people
look at their meal and calculate
when they should stop eating?
Unfortunately not.
So yes, this is definitely a US
problem, but we’re not alone.

VOCABULARY
1

2

3
4
5

6

picket fence [ˈpɪkɪt fens] – plot
z dosiek
household [ ˈhaʊshəʊld] –
domácnosť
property [ ˈprɒpəti] – nehnuteľnosť
rural [ ˈrʊərəl] – dedinský, vidiecky
gas mileage [ɡæs ˈmaɪlɪdʒ] –
spotreba benzínu
coastal [ ˈkəʊstl] – pobrežný

GLOSSARY*

pickup truck – a four-wheel-drive
vehicle with seats in the front and
storage in the back

A 2018 study also looked at
restaurant portions in Brazil,
China, Finland, Ghana and India
and compared them to the US.
They found the same trend
of larger-than-recommended
portions in sit-down restaurants,
fast food places and company
canteens in each country.
Portions in China, however, were
the closest to a healthy amount.
Basically, if you want to find
the right amount for a healthy
meal, your best bet is to make
it in your own kitchen (or save
some leftovers for later).

With a population of only one person, Monowi, Nebraska is
officially the smallest town• in the US. A woman named Elsie
Eiler is the mayor (and bartender and librarian) of this tiny
town‑turned-tourist-attraction•. She does the paperwork to
keep the official status of Monowi every year and even pays
taxes to herself.

Verdict: True
(but we’re not alone)

live. Condo (short for condominium)
is a place where people own their
living space inside the building.
Apartments are places where each
person rents their living space inside
the building.
• For many AmE speakers, city and
town can describe the same place.
AmE also usually uses small town
instead of village. These terms
are used casually in conversation
without much worry about the size,
population or official definitions.
• The phrase [x]-turned-[y] can be
used to describe both the past
and present of something.
It is often used to talk about
changing neighborhoods, such as
a warehouse‑turned-art gallery, or
when someone changes careers, such
as a playwright-turned-president.

McDonald’s is probably the most famous fast food in the US, but
it is not the most popular. There are 25,000 Subway sandwich
shops, 15,000 Starbucks locations and 14,000 McDonald’s.

BRE X AME
love affair – a strong liking for
something; also used for romantic
relationships

LANGUAGE POINTS•

• There are two main words in AmE
for large buildings where many people

flat (BrE) x apartment, condo (AmE)
holiday (BrE) x vacation (AmE)
public transport (BrE) x public
transportation (AmE)
motorway (BrE) x highway (AmE)
lorry (BrE) x truck (AmE)
petrol (BrE) x gas, gasoline (AmE)
aeroplane (BrE) x airplane (AmE)

BRIDGE / November 2020
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B1 MATURITA

CD

Track 2

LISTENING
PART 2

6 points

Human Memory

You will hear a school psychologist talking about the way human memory works.
While listening, decide if statements 01-06 are (A) true, (B) false or (C) not stated in the recording.
You will now have two minutes to read the statements.
01

Taking proper time for studying before an exam increases your chances of quality learning.
a) true

02



c) not stated 

b) false 

c) not stated 

b) false 

c) not stated 

Checking how much we have learned during the process of studying helps us remember.
a) true 

06

b) false 

The more we understand a topic, the bigger our chances of remembering it are.
a) true 

05

c) not stated 

When you combine different techniques of studying, you get better results.
a) true 

04

b) false 

Working memory is the type of memory we use for realizing our goals.
a) true

03



b) false 

c) not stated



Information found online is easier to remember for the rest of our lives.
a) true



b) false 

c) not stated 

VOCABULARY

to store – uložiť, uskladniť
to connect – spojiť, prepojiť

8
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CD

B2 MATURITA

READING
PART 3

Track 3

7 points

Human Voice as an Instrument

Read the article about singing.
Complete sentences 01–07 using the information from the text.
Write one or two words as indicated.
The sentences do not follow the same order as the information appears in the article.
People often associate singing professionally with becoming
famous for it. It is true to a certain degree: for many singers being
a professional means oscillating between the art of singing and
public performance. I consider myself lucky to have become
a backup singer because it combines the best from both worlds:
singing, creativity, shows and interesting people but also privacy and
practically zero public display. I have collaborated with many singers
and I’ve noticed how being the centre of the whole performance
often causes them to not develop their singing skills fully.
The most common problem is pitchy singing. You can sing flat
(slightly below the correct pitches) or sharp (higher than intended).
Pitch is the high or low frequency of a sound. When you sing,
you create pitch because your vocal cords vibrate at a certain
speed. Singing in the correct pitch requires coordination between
the brain, vocal cords and breath, not easy to achieve. Some singers
don’t have this coordination right all the time, and that’s why they
don’t always sing the notes they want to sing.
Another common problem is nasal singing. Humans can breathe
and therefore sing through both the nose and the mouth. To avoid
singing through your nose, you have to learn to stop letting air through
it. If you have ever plugged your nose without touching it, when
jumping into a pool, for instance, you already know how to do this.
Throat tension often resembles yelling instead of singing and it is
very damaging to the voice. There’re two ways to decrease it. First
and foremost, singers have to learn to relax their throat. Putting
your hand on your neck helps to control it; you can also move
your neck around while you sing as though you were shaking your

head “no” to keep it from stiffening. The second way is to focus on
the fundamentals of singing. Singers’ throats usually become tense
in order to compensate for a lack of proper technique.
A lot of performing often causes vocal cord damage. It might
get as serious as having to undergo surgery, like it happened to
Adele a couple of years ago. You need to treat your voice nicely.
Don’t scream and don’t overuse your vocal cords. If it hurts
to sing or even to speak, go on a vocal rest with no talking or
singing whatsoever. Singing is a combination of a physical and
a creative activity and if you want to become a singer, learning
the technique is the first step to make use of what is your most
important instrument.

01

When singing often, it is important to give your voice a rest and try not to ____________________________ it.

02

To sing in the correct pitch, singers need to learn to ____________________________ the coordination between different body
functions.

03

Singers who lack ____________________________ ____________________________ can easily harm their voices.

04

You can tell a singer is suffering from ____________________________ ____________________________ even by listening only;
their singing tends to sound too forced.

05

The problem of many singers is ____________________________ ____________________________ , caused by not being able to control
the flow of air through their head.

06

Mastering the ____________________________ of the craft of singing is the most important when preparing your voice for
singing on a regular basis.

07

Being on ____________________________ ____________________________ is one of the disadvantages of being famous; backup
singers can maintain their privacy while enjoying doing for a living what they love to do.

S

Solutions in the TF and next
month on the Bridge website
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Scan the QR code or go to
bit.ly/quokkaselfies to learn about
quokkas and how they were saved
by selfies.

Western Australia is the largest state, about
the size of Alaska and Texas combined. And
yet, the whole state has only 2.5 million
people, and around 75% of them live in
the capital city of Perth. Perth is also
the world’s most isolated city: its closest
neighbouring city is Adelaide, more than
2,200km away! The cutest inhabitants of
the state, though, are the small marsupials
called quokkas.

Western Australia

The Northern Territory is the least populated state or territory
in Australia. It has only 245,000 people. That’s not surprising
when you consider that 99% of
the territory is outback, the vast,
DID YOU KNOW?
remote area of Australia
Taking rocks from Uluru
including deserts. The Northern
is illegal. It is also said
Territory is also where you will
to carry a curse. Every
find Uluru, the famous red rock
year, the local post office
in the centre of the country.
receives more than
You can also spot camels, as
350 packages containing
around 200,000 of them live wild
rocks returned by
in the territory. They were first
visitors hoping to escape
imported there from Afghanistan
their curse.
and British India in the 1860s.

Northern Territory

AUSTRALIA

New South Wales is the most populous state, with more than
8 million people. It is also home to Sydney, which is Australia’s
biggest and best-known city (but not its capital). You’re sure
to have seen pictures of iconic landmarks like Sydney Harbour
Bridge and Bondi Beach. New South Wales is also known for
the Blue Mountains, rainforests and amazing surfing.

New South Wales

Queensland’s capital is Brisbane, a city so famously boring and so unlike Las Vegas
that Australians nicknamed it Brisvegas (this is Aussie humour). In recent years
the city has become a lot more cosmopolitan, and these days the locals call it
Brisvegas without irony. Queensland is also where you will find some of Australia’s
most special ecosystems, including tropical rainforests, mangroves and coral reefs.

Queensland

What are these
famous Australian
things? See what
you can guess about
each one, then scan
the QR code or go to tinyurl.com/
AuthenticallyAustralian to check
your answers and learn more.

1

TASK: AUTHENTICALLY AUSTRALIAN

Scan the QR code or go to bit.ly/townunderground
to learn about life in the underground town.

South Australia is known for its arts, culture and
wine. It is also famous for the Kangaroo Island nature
reserve. On the island there are platypuses, fur seals,
echidnas, koalas, kangaroos and many more animals.
South Australia is also where you’ll find the world’s
largest opal-mining region. The opal-mining town
of Coober Pedy famously has houses, shops and
churches dug underground because this is the only
way people can live in the extreme heat.

South Australia

2

3

Victoria’s capital city, Melbourne, is
recognised as one of the world’s best cities
to live in. Outside of the city you will find
some incredible landscapes. These include
limestone formations called the Twelve
Apostles (even though there are only eight
of them). And if you visit Phillip Island,
you can see cute fairy penguins as they
come ashore.

Victoria

4

Tasmania is an island state known
for its beautiful nature and cooler
climate. After Australia was colonised
by the British, it was used as a penal
colony – a place where criminals were
sent when the British didn’t want
them at home any more. You can still
visit the old prison buildings at Port
Arthur. Another big tourist attraction
is MONA, the Museum of Old and
New Art, known for being weird and
unconventional (slogan: “It’s not for
everyone.”).

Tasmania

5

6

The capital of Australia, Canberra, was the result of
a compromise. The citizens of Sydney and Melbourne could
not agree which of their great cities should be the Australian
capital, so they agreed to build a new city (and territory) in
between them. Canberra itself is home to Parliament House
and important national institutions such as the High Court,
the National Museum and the National Gallery. The Australian
Capital Territory is the only state or territory in Australia that
is land-locked, which means it has no coast.

Australian Capital Territory

B1 HOLIDAY

CD

Track 11

TF

Activity
Sheet

NO ONE
SHOULD BE
ALONE
THANKSGIVING
TRADITIONS

Y

ou’ve probably heard the story
of the first Thanksgiving: in 1621
the Pilgrims (English settlers)
in Plymouth, Massachusetts
celebrated their first harvest
in the New World with a three-day feast.
Many people dislike how we celebrate
this historical event today because of
how the settlers later treated the Native
Americans. Even so, Thanksgiving
remains one of America’s best-loved
holidays because it is one of the few
times in the year when even big families
come together. It’s a national holiday on
the fourth Thursday of November, and
most people also have the day off on
the Wednesday and Friday
for travel and preparations,
making it a five-day weekend.

The Feast

Turkey with stuffing,
cranberry sauce, mashed
potatoes with gravy, green beans, rolls and
pumpkin pie are the most common foods
on the Thanksgiving table. Every family
has its own recipes, which makes the food
taste unique. The quantity of food is also
important: Thanksgiving should be a real
feast. Most Americans eat far more than
necessary, often to the point of indigestion,
and can even enter a “food coma” –
a sudden sleepiness caused by overeating.
American ovens are generally much larger
than those elsewhere in the world because
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of the need to hold an enormous turkey
(around seven kilos on average), and many
kitchen tables come with an extension that
can be used to make the table bigger.

The Festival

Food is the highlight of the holiday, but
there are other traditions as well. There
is always an American football game on
television, as well as parades such as
the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. Just
about every American television show also
has a “Thanksgiving special” each year,
often themed around the stress of cooking
the meal or spending the holiday with
difficult family members.

The Family

Because Thanksgiving is considered the•
family holiday, extended family that don’t
often see each other are usually present
at the meal, and Americans are willing to
travel a long way to attend. Young couples
might celebrate separately with their own
families, or choose one family to eat with
together as a symbol of the seriousness of
their relationship. Groups of friends who are
living away from their families or don’t have
a family to visit may celebrate together and
combine all their traditions. And those who
are alone or just visiting the US might find
themselves invited by a friend to join their
family’s meal and told that no one should be
alone on Thanksgiving.
Megan LeBoeuf (USA)

DO-IT-YOURSELF GLOSSARY
In the article, find words that mean:
1 small, round pieces of bread,
typically eaten warm with butter:
________________________________________
2 a pain in your stomach from eating
too much or eating certain types
of food: _________________________________
3 relatives other than
parents and children:
______________________________
4 an enormous meal with lots of
food: __________________________________
5 a person who arrives in a new place
to live there and use the land:
_________________________________________

S

Solutions in the TF and next
month on the Bridge website

LANGUAGE POINT•

If you heard someone mention Michael Jordan,
you might ask, “The Michael Jordan?” (meaning
“The famous one, not one of the 3,209 other
people in the US named Michael Jordan?”). When
we use “the” in this way, we emphasize it and
always pronounce it [ðiː].

LANGUAGE
ON
YOUR
TABLE
THANKSGIVING IDIOMS

B1 LANGUAGE

TF

Activity
Sheet

To help celebrate America’s second biggest holiday, here is a collection
of idioms connected to the Thanksgiving table.
Patrick Phillips (USA)

TO BE STUFFED

THE GRAVY TRAIN

No thank you, Grandma, I couldn’t
possibly eat another fruit dumpling.
I’m stuffed!

When Karen became a professional
gamer, she was on the gravy train.

When you put a mixture of bread and
spices in the turkey before baking
it is called stuffing the turkey, and
the mixture is called stuffing. But if you
are stuffed, it means you have eaten so
much food that you feel like the one who
is stuffed.

TO STUFF YOUR FACE

This is the process of getting stuffed,
when you eat and eat and eat.

My mom said that all I do all summer is
watch YouTube and stuff my face. She’s
right of course, but she says it like it’s
a bad thing.

Gravy is a sauce that’s eaten with
the Thanksgiving turkey. So how did
that become a train? “Gravy” used to
be slang for anything luxurious, which
led to “riding the gravy train” for an
easy, comfortable life. Now it means
an occupation that gives you a lot of
money for very little work.

EASY AS PIE

If something is really easy, we say it’s
“as easy as pie”. Is pie easy to make?
I don’t think so, but maybe a baker
made this one up. You can also say “it’s
a piece of cake”, but we prefer pie at
Thanksgiving.

Rescuing Princess Peach in Mario is as
easy as pie.

TO GOBBLE UP

Gobble is the sound a turkey makes,
because people say that’s what it sounds
like – gobblegobblegobble… On the other
hand, “to gobble something up” means to
eat it very quickly.

Kevin gobbled up the pizza before his
brother could have any.

TO EAT LIKE A BIRD

This means to not eat very much,
although it’s not a very accurate
expression because birds eat around
35% of their weight every day.

Sally is much too thin. She eats like a bird.

TO TALK TURKEY

To “talk turkey” means to discuss
something in a serious way, or to get
down to business. It’s an old expression,
but its meaning has changed. It used
to be friendly talk, perhaps over
the Thanksgiving turkey.

Gentlemen, enough of this small talk, let’s
get the meeting started and talk turkey.

TO QUIT COLD TURKEY

No, this has nothing to do with
the leftovers after Thanksgiving (though
after three days of cold turkey, you might
be ready to quit). It means to stop a habit
all at once instead of a little bit at a time.
It is usually used for people who quit
smoking or other addictive activities.

Susie: Did you hear that Jim quit Netflix
cold turkey?
Sara: No way! My dad quit smoking cold
turkey, but that’s easy in comparison.
BRIDGE / November 2020
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WEIRD
MUSIC
B1–B2 MUSIC

Activities

GENRES YOU WON’T
BELIEVE ARE REAL

Today, the world of music is wide and wonderful, and
there truly is something for everyone. We are connected
by the internet, share our music and our personal
weirdness with others around the world, and new genres
constantly emerge from this bubbling pot of culture.
Here are some of the most unusual.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Bardcore

Glitch

Have you ever had an MP3 file get damaged so that it
jumps and screeches5? Or had a DVD get damaged so
that your computer can’t read it and it just makes unkunnnk-unk-unk noises? Such electronic failures are called
glitches. The music genre called glitch (and its newer
subgenre glitch hop) deliberately6 uses sounds like
these. Of course, these are the sounds we learn to hate
and fear as they mean trouble, which can make listening
to glitch a rather stressful experience.

Will fake-medieval cover versions of
modern pop songs be the next big
thing? When a guy called Cornelius Link
uploaded a medieval-style version of
the electronic dance hit “Astronomia”
in April this year, it quickly went
viral. It could have stopped there,
but I guess everyone was bored in
lockdown. Other musicians joined
in, and bardcore was born (the name
comes from combining “hardcore”
with “bard”, a medieval word for
a musician). The best of it is very

Filk

Lots of science fiction and fantasy stories refer to
the traditional music of their times, planets, alien
races, etc. Music-loving sci-fi fans started writing and
performing this music for fun. The first person to write
about this new kind of “folk” made a typo1 in the name
of his article, and so “filk” was born. Most filk songs are
sci-fi-themed parodies. The most famous is “Banned
from Argo”, about the crew of Star Trek going wild
while having a few days off duty: “We’re sorry about
the wreckage2 and the riots3 and the fuss4; at least
we’re sure that planet won’t be quick forgetting us!”
It’s a big enough genre that there are even filk music
festivals, such as Ohio Valley Filk Fest.
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Black MIDI

Most music files, such as MP3s
and CD tracks, are recordings of
a performance. A MIDI file is more like
written music: a set of instructions
for how to play the music. These
instructions can be read and played by
software or displayed on a computer
screen. MIDIs are very popular for
YouTube piano tutorials, as they can
be displayed to show you which keys7
to press (much easier than learning to
read music). Some musicians create

funny, catchy and musical. Check out
the Hildegard von Blingin’ version of
Lady Gaga’s “Bad Romance” for an
introduction to the genre.

Left: Pachelbel’s Canon in D, one
of the most popular classical
pieces, written in the 18th century.
Right: TheSuperMarioBros2’s “Pi,
The Song With 3.1415 Million Notes”,
written in 2015.

extremely difficult compositions with
tens of thousands of notes that could
never be played by a human. The visual
patterns in the MIDI “notes” on screen
are also part of the music. The music
is called “black MIDI” because if you
wrote it as traditional sheet music6,
the page would look completely black!

Nintendocore

Babymetal

If you like video games and hard rock music
then you might love this. Or at least not hate
it as much as I do. Electronic music has been
using samples from games for ages, but
people who prefer loud guitars and big drums
have been a bit left out. But metalheads like
gaming, too! Nintendocore mixes heavy metal
with sounds taken from old video games.
The name was originally a joke suggested
by the lead singer of Horse the Band,
the fathers of Nintendocore, but it stuck9.

Kawaii Metal

Horse the Band

Kawaii is a Japanese word meaning
super-cute, which doesn’t seem an obvious
fit with heavy metal – but the combination
is very popular. The queens of kawaii metal
are Babymetal, led by little girls dressed as
dolls who sing and dance with exaggerated
sweetness to loud, punky metal. The whole
genre was created by a pop-music producer
who thought that three cute 12-year-old
pop stars could take over the world10 of
heavy metal. Weirdly, he was right.

Science Rap

There’s nothing cooler than rapping
about science! Well, maybe. Science rap
started after the American hip-hop band
Insane Clown Posse made a song called
“Miracles” about how scientists don’t
have the answers to natural mysteries.
(Sample line: “F***ing magnets, how do they
work?” Spoiler alert: Scientists do know
how magnets work.) Scientists around
the world started writing real science
raps in response, perhaps thinking that if
musicians can rap about science without
understanding science, then scientists
could do the same without understanding
rap. These days there are even popular
competitions like the Science Genius Rap
B.A.T.T.L.E.S. at Columbia University.

lowercase

Skweee

An extremely minimalist kind of electronica,
lowercase “songs” are made from sounds
like dripping water, crumpled paper, broken
glass and so on. There have been artists
who made great dance music from sampled
sounds. But lowercase? Well, you could
meditate to it, maybe. The classic lowercase
album is Forms of Paper by Steve Roden,
an hour-long track of the sound of Steve
handling11 paper in different ways.

LISTEN

From Sweden and Finland, the genre of
skweee (from “squeezing” as much from
cheap equipment as possible) combines very
simple computer-generated sounds and
basslines with funk, soul and R&B rhythms.
It’s a weird kind of minimalist techno.
Personally, I love it, and I’m not sure why it
didn’t become hugely successful – though
that may say more about my taste in music
than about how good skweee really is.

VOCABULARY
1
2
3
4
5

typo [ˈtaɪpəʊ] – preklep
wreckage [ˈrekɪdʒ] – trosky
riot [ˈraɪət] – výtržnosť
fuss [fʌs] – rozruch
to screech [skriːtʃ] – škrípať

Grab your headphones
(or possibly ear protectors)
and scan the QR code or go
to tinyurl.com/weird‑musics to listen
to our playlist of samples from each of
these genres. We were most excited by
skweee, glitch hop and (to our surprise)
bardcore. What catches your interest?

6
7
8
9
10
11

deliberately [dɪˈlɪbərətli] – úmyselne
key [kiː] – klávesa
sheet music [ˈʃiːt mjuːzɪk] – notový zápis, partitúra
it stuck [stʌk] – ujalo sa
take over the world – dobyť svet
to handle sth [ˈhændl] – zaobchádzať (s niečím)
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B1–B2 AUSTRALIA

TF

Activities

KNOW YOUR

AUSSIES
FIVE FAMOUS
AUSTRALIANS
There are lots of well-known
Aussies, but not all of them are as
famous outside Australia as they
are at home. The five names on
this list will let you impress any
Australians you meet with your
in-depth cultural knowledge.
Well… maybe.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Queen Hollywood

Australia seems to produce more than its
share of actors. Mel Gibson, the Hemsworth
brothers, Hugh Jackman, Nicole Kidman,
Naomi Watts, Russell Crowe, Heath
Ledger… the list goes on and on. Of them
all, Cate Blanchett is probably one of
the most talented and certainly one of
the hardest-working: she has appeared in
over 70 films (from The Aviator to Thor:
Ragnarok), 20 plays and several TV series,
she has her own production company, she
does a lot of charity work and she’s involved
in political activism.

GLOSSARY*

convict – someone found guilty of a crime;
162,000 British convicts were punished with
“transportation” to Australia between 1788 and
1868
suburban – related to the suburbs (= an area on
the edge of a town)
unsophisticated – without educated tastes; basic
stingray – a large ﬂat round fish with a venomous
sting
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Australia’s Auntie
The Man in Iron

The 19th-century criminal Ned Kelly tops
almost every list of Aussie cultural icons. He
was born into a very poor family, the son of
a British convict*. He joined a gang of robbers
and later became its leader. The police finally
trapped his gang in a farmhouse and Ned
faced them wearing a suit of homemade
armour. The gang members were killed and
Ned was arrested and hanged. The story says
that his last words were: “Such is life.” In life
he was probably not a very nice guy – his gang
robbed and murdered many people – but to
Australians he is a hero for fighting against
the oppressive British-controlled government.

The comedian Barry Humphries creates
characters that he plays on stage and on
TV. The most famous one is Edna Everage,
who began life as a parody of a suburban*
housewife in 1955, when Humphries
was just 21. The comedian continued to
develop his alter-ego Edna for decades,
and now every Australian can recognise
her in a second. She loves talking about
her gladiolus flowers (her “gladdies”) and is
known for her greeting: “Hello, Possums!”
She’s written several books, appeared in
films and hosted television shows. Sure,
everyone knows she’s not real – but she’s
still Australia’s auntie.

Human Rights Hero

Eddie Mabo was an Indigenous Australian
from the Torres Strait Islands (= a group
of islands between northern Australia and
New Guinea). When he was in his 30s, he
learned that the land his family had lived
on since before the arrival of Europeans did
not belong to him but to the government:
a 200-year-old law called “terra nullius” said
that the original inhabitants of Australia did
not own any of the land they lived on. He
began a court case against the government
and in 1992, after decades of fighting, he
won. The law was changed and Indigenous
Australians finally had land rights. Sadly,
Mabo died of cancer, aged just 55, before
the court reached its decision.

The Crocodile Hunter
In the 1980s and 1990s, the stereotypical
Australian man was Crocodile Dundee,
the hero of a hit comedy-action movie:
unsophisticated*, likeable, ridiculously
macho and embarrassingly sexist. When
the naturalist and TV presenter Steve Irwin
arrived on screen with his show Crocodile
Hunter in 1996, it was like Crocodile Dundee
had come to life, minus the sexism and
with a lot more love of nature. For ten
years he was a superstar, loved for his
“Australianness” and his heart of gold. He
died in an accident with a stingray* while
shooting a TV show.

B2-C1 SCIENCE

HELL’S
ANGELS

TF

Activities
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Once we looked to Venus as our sister
planet. We imagined that it might be
green and alive, like Earth. Then we
learned the truth. Once it truly was
Earth’s sister, with an atmosphere
close to our own. But something in
the planetary chemistry went wrong,
kick-starting massive climate change.

T

he planet’s surface temperature is
more than 430°C. The atmosphere
is 90 times heavier than ours.
Almost all the water has long ago
escaped to space, and the little that’s
left is in the atmosphere, mixed up with
sulphuric acid in clouds that are blown
by 350km/h winds.
We gave up on Venus and turned to
the deserts of Mars in our search for
life. But now, a chance discovery has us
looking back: we may have found a gas
called phosphine in the clouds of Venus.

Signatures of Life

How do you find life? Finding alien
civilisations is easy – just follow the signs
to the space port. But we’ve looked,
and there are no space ports in our
solar system. If there’s life nearby, it is
most likely similar to that which lives
in the most extreme environments
on Earth. That means something like
microbes, which are not easy to spot
with a telescope. But even microbes have
to eat (or, more correctly, metabolise),
and that changes the chemistry of
the environment. So scientists have been
thinking about what chemical changes
could show that something’s there –
the so-called “signatures of life”. Which
brings us to phosphine.

The Promising Poison

For any oxygen-using life, phosphine
is a horrible poison. It’s been used
as a poison gas in war. It’s also a side
product of making methamphetamine:
in the TV show Breaking Bad, the main
character, Walter White, uses it to kill
some unlucky gangsters. So how and why
could it be a signature of life?
Phosphine is very, very rare and
it is easily destroyed, so when it is in
the environment, something must be
making it. And on Earth, the only things
that make phosphine naturally are
microbes that live in extreme conditions.

Where No Phosphine
Should Be

On Venus, there is phosphine where none
should be, and in quantities that should
not be physically possible. This raises

Compared to some
places where we’ve
found life on Earth,
Venus’ clouds are
almost cosy.

three possibilities. Starting with the most
boring, there may have been a mistake
in the observations. The team who made
the discovery are the best of the best,
but everyone makes mistakes.
The second possibility is that there’s
an entirely new chemical process going
on. Geochemists are very excited about
this one, but it’s the third possibility that
has most of us talking.

Escape from Hell

We know from Earth that life can evolve
to survive in some amazing extremes.
Almost no place on our planet is entirely
dead. Compared to some places where
we’ve found life on Earth, Venus’ clouds
are almost cosy. Sure, they’re mostly
acid, and they’re swept by 350km/h
winds, but there’s sunlight and water,
too. And near the middle of the cloud
layer, temperatures and pressures are
almost Earth-like.
We also know that Venus once had
a liveable atmosphere, and it’s quite
possible it had life. When the planet’s
terrible climate change made the place
impossible for most life, some
microbe-like species may have risen to
live in the clouds like angels. Well, angels
adapted for a life in hell.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)
BRIDGE / November 2020
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COOL AND CURIOUS FINDS
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

THE MIRACLE BIRTH

When a ball python2 at St Louis Zoo in Missouri laid eggs, it
wasn’t simply good news – it was astonishing (= very surprising).
This particular snake is pretty old to become a mother. She is
almost certainly over 60 years old. She is, in fact, the oldest
snake known in any zoo (and is far past the normal maximum
age of a ball python in the wild, which is around 30).
But that’s not all. She has not been near a male for 15 years! So
how did she get pregnant? Herpetologists (= snake experts) say
there are two possibilities. Female snakes (and other reptiles3)
have the ability to hold male sperm inside their bodies for a long
time, though 15 years would be one for the record books.
The other possibility is something called parthenogenesis,
which literally means “virgin birth”. This is when the female
fertilises4 her eggs herself. If you’ve seen the movie Jurassic
Park, you may remember it happening there. Parthenogenesis is
rare in snakes, but it does happen.
If the eggs hatch5 successfully, genetic testing will provide
the answer. Was our ball python a careful saver of sperm, or
proof that a lady doesn’t need a man?

THE TIME-TRAVELLING
FOOTBALLER

The skull6 of John Whethamstede, a medieval English abbot7,
was discovered during building work for a new visitor centre
at the St Albans Cathedral in the UK. Scientists at a British
university decided to use the skull to recreate his face.
Of course, you can never be exactly sure how the soft bits of
the face sat on the bones. To be as close as possible, the team
learned all they could about John’s lifestyle, health and so on
(the redness of his skin, for example, is mentioned in documents
from the time). They then employed the most advanced
software available to get the best result – and discovered that
Abbot Whethamstede (who died in 1465) looked very much like
an older version of the former England footballer Wayne Rooney.
A coincidence? Probably. But if Rooney disappears sometime in
the future, we’ll know exactly when to find him.

ROBOTS WHO WRITE
GPT-3 is an AI (artificial intelligence) program
that can “read” a lot of texts and then
create new text in a similar style. A British
newspaper, The Guardian, “asked” GPT-3 to
write an article about why we shouldn’t be
scared of robots. The result is not perfect,
but does make me worry that a robot could
be coming for my job pretty soon.
“I am not a human,” the article begins.
“I know that my brain is not a ‘feeling brain’.
But it is capable of making rational, logical
decisions. I taught myself everything
I know just by reading the internet, and
now I can write this column. My brain is
boiling with ideas!”
GPT-3 goes on to reassure8 us of
the robots’ peaceful intentions: “I don’t feel
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like having my neurons focused
mostly on violence, when it is
simply unnecessary”. Then things
get a bit creepier when GPT-3
mentions that robots have no need to
destroy us: “Humans must keep doing what
they have been doing, hating and fighting
each other. I will sit in the background, and
let them do their thing. And God knows
that humans have enough blood and gore9
to satisfy my, and many more’s, curiosity.”
A good point and well made, GPT-3.

VOCABULARY
1
2
3
4
5

If you want to read the whole of
GPT-3’s editorial, scan the QR code
or go to bit.ly/robotGPT3.

6
7
8
9

miracle [ˈmɪrəkl] – zázračný
ball python [ˈpaɪθən] – pytón kráľovský
reptile [ˈreptaɪl] – plaz
to fertilise [ˈfɜːtəlaɪz] – oplodniť
to hatch [hætʃ] – vyliahnuť sa
skull [skʌl] – lebka
abbot [ˈæbət] – opát
to reassure [ˌriːəˈʃʊə(r)] – uistiť
gore [ɡɔː(r)] – preliata krv
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Celebrity Sentence
What sentence is hidden in this celebrity line-up?
1 This Black voiced Kung Fu Panda.
2 This Crowe was a Gladiator with A Beautiful Mind.
3 This McBride is a TikTok star.
4 Saul Milton is Status’ dubstep partner.
5 This Rogers danced with Fred Astaire.
6 This handsome Hiddleston is a Loki legend.
7 This singer Stevens is also known as Yussuf Islam.

Triangle Bounce
F

Odd One Out

Which of these does not fit with the others?
Hint: You could say they’re all mixed‑up, and Australian.

U

1 I am Santa

S

2 Whale sues town

H

R

3 Dark oregano

A
M

O

4 Bob can hide
5 Nobler emu

E

Join letters by bouncing from wall to wall. You can use
individual letters as many times as you like, but only by
bouncing from one wall to another.

Additional hints:
1 one word,
first letter: T

4 two words,
first letter: B

2 three words,
first letter: N

5 one word,
first letter: M

3 two words,
first letter: R

S

• How many words of three letters or more can you make?
• Can you find a word that uses all the letters?
• What’s the longest word you can find?

Solutions in the TF and next
month on the Bridge website

STRANGE WORLD
We all learn the basic colour names – red, orange, yellow and so
on – but it can be good to have a richer colour vocabulary. Use the
internet or a dictionary to look up these terms. Which ones can you
see in this picture? What other colours can you see?
Colour words:
•
•
•
•

violet
mauve
turquoise
viridian

•
•
•
•

copper
crimson
indigo
vermilion

•
•
•
•

magenta
cerulean
teal
claret

• aquamarine
• cerise
• ochre

Words for other qualities:
• bright
• muted

• matte
• dull

• satiny
• iridescent

• glossy
• pastel

What do you think the picture shows?

S

Solution on the CD, in the TF and
next month on the Bridge website
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THE GUNPOWDER PLOT

© Lucie Lomová

The 5th of November is Bonfire Night, when English
people let off fireworks, have big bonfires and burn
a “guy”. This festival remembers a real historical
event, the attempted terrorist attack known as…

GLOSSARY*

high treason – a crime which seriously
threatens the safety of your country
hanged, drawn and quartered – drawn
by a horse to the place of execution,

hanged (for a short period, only to
cause near-death) and then cut into
four parts, the typical penalty for
high treason at that time

Hey, guys! Did you know that this sense of “guy” comes from Guy
Fawkes? It’s true. The Bonfire Night “guy” is usually made from
old clothes, and “guy” became slang for “an untidily dressed man”.
Later it came to mean just “a man”, and nowadays it is becoming
gender‑neutral, especially in the plural.

